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If you are a surfer, scuba diver, canoeist or wind surfer you are certainly knowledgeable about
wetsuits, the outer garments that are made of neoprene. Your wetsuit must have a snug fit on you
or else, the water will get in between your skin and the suit allowing the water and heat to escape.
Concurrently, cold water will be able to enter the wetsuit. Different sorts of wetsuits are created for
different purposes and different temperatures.

Â· xcel wetsuits - puts importance on stretch, durability, fit and sealed seam construction

Â· Oâ€™Neill wetsuits - This was Jack Oâ€™ Neillâ€™s invention in 1952 and has been enhanced and beautified
in order for it to be called the â€œThe Perfect Fitâ€• in pattering system for wetsuits. The Oneill Wetsuits
brand is deemed as the number one wetsuit brand in the world. Customers who try the oâ€™neill
wetsuits are said to be contented with its safety and protection.

Â· Billabongwetsuits - are thought to be the lightest among other wetsuit all over the globe today. Its
design is included with next generation technology that gives the surfer with a wetsuit that feels the
same as a second skin.  Unlike other brands, the reason for its lightweight material is to soak up
lesser water and as well as to enable more flexibility.

Â· body glove wetsuits - Body Glove has been creating wetsuits not just for men but also for ladies
longer than other wetsuit brands. The wetsuits are created for women same as a glove for them to
feel more comfortable in surfing.

Â· hyperflexwetsuits - These are made for the primary use of performance and value while having no
excess hype. They offer the top practical wetsuits for a customer-friendly price.

Â· jet pilot wetsuits - This kind of wetsuit provides apparels and gears for surfers and along with
specializing other wetsuits for wakeboarding and running.

Â· quicksilverwetsuits - one of the largest and well known surf and action brands. Their logo is
represented by a cresting wave and snowcapped mountain as the symbol for their orientation in
sports and the outdoors.

Â· rip curl wetsuits - known for releasing modern heated wetsuit called the H Bomb as the outcome
of their researches for heat retention wetsuits.

Â· Westwetsuits and Xcelwetsuits - are the two major brands which hit the surfing apparel industry in
1982 as a result of their passion for surfing.

Â· Roxywetsuits - This is a fashion apparel brand basically for female and they give their support for
women in sports especially those that are in surfing and snow category thus their brand is generally
made for sportswomen.
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Joy Shiela - About Author:
Jacks Surfboards offers a wide selection of wetsuits and surf equipment from top brands like a
Oneill Wetsuits, a Xcel Wetsuits, Rip Curl Wetsuits and many more. Free shipping on surf clothes
and gear.
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